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NOTES FROM MRS WHITTINGHAM – YOUR HEAD
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Dear Parents,
We have had a fun-filled week in School bringing the end of term to a
lovely finale. The current restrictions have not impacted on the
children’s enjoyment and the staff have worked incredibly hard to
ensure that everything could carry on as ‘normal’.
I hope that you have enjoyed the Grandparents’ Tea Party, the Carol
Service and Nativities albeit presented in a different format from
usual. We know this has had some advantages and we were pleased to
hear that some of you were able to share these with your extended
family, sometimes far away, sharing special moments and feeling a
little closer, despite the distance.
We have said our goodbyes to Mrs Bathe-Taylor this lunchtime. Mrs
B-T has taught at our St Hilary’s for twenty-one years. She has
helped countless children with her expertise, knowledge and kind
manner. We wish her all the very best.
The buzz has come to a temporary halt and School is going quiet. It is
rather a nice feeling! On behalf of the staff I would like to thank you
for your generosity and kind words. Both are very much appreciated.
I would also like to thank the boys and girls for the cards they have
made and written. These are always special, but this year especially
so as we have needed to reduce the number of visits up the ‘Big Red
Staircase’.
As I round off my notes, I would like to take this opportunity to wish
you all a very Happy Christmas. I look forward to seeing the boys and

girls on 6th January with the hope of seeing many of you, our parents, grandparents and friends,
actually in School and not at the gate or on Zoom as the New Year begins.
Mrs Jane Whittingham
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This morning the following Commendations and True Friend Band were presented during
Assembly:
Commendations
Hettie (Y4) – For a superb storyboard in English
Hongming (Y4) – For consistently good performance in Maths all term
Katie (Y4) – For making an amazing Advent Calendar
Grace (Y1) – For drawing a detailed picture that her class are able to colour in
True Friend Band
Orlie Y2
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NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD
This week we were able to share the Christmas story together during our whole school Zoom
assemblies. Mrs Whittingham shared her very special Advent calendar which contains twentyfour tiny books.

We are incredibly proud of our Year 2 lantern bearers
Ella, Benjamin, Calista and Lexi. Look out for them in our
remote Christmas Carol service.
Christmas Carol Service 2020

The children have enjoyed some special
Christmas Maths this week. Year 6 worked
through some challenging coordinates to
create a magical Maths snowman whilst Year
5 cracked a Christmas stocking code breaker.

EYFS have worked incredibly hard on their Nativity as have Pre-Prep pupils. Thank you to the
wonderful team of staff who have enabled this to take place! This week we also enjoyed a
special lunch on Thursday; roast and all the trimmings as well as a fabulous Pantomime.
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Thank you to everyone involved in making the Twiddlemuffs. This week I was fortunate to leave
these special presents with Totka, the Manager at Jubilee House. Totka was overjoyed on
behalf of all the staff and residents to receive these wonderful gifts. She was also thrilled to
receive the fabulous cards and decorations made by EYFS and Year 1 children.
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Our Art Scholars have worked incredibly hard alongside Miss Brooker and Mrs Hickman. The
standard of work is staggering; unbelievable considering these children are 10 and 11 years of
age. We hope that we will be able to open the doors in the future for the St Hilary’s Art
Exhibition but here is a taste of the talent!

Whilst we are all so busy lighting the tunnel for others, we must also be mindful of our own
wellbeing. We won’t burn out by doing the right things. We will burn out because of what we
don’t do. Alli Worthington, author of Breaking Busy, Fierce Faith & The Year of Living Happy
says, “We have to start breaking busy before the busy breaks us.” Using some post-its, pegs or
your amazing creativity make yourself an advent calendar of wellbeing! Write yourself a treat
for every day, something that you will enjoy and that is achievable, perhaps something you might
need a nudge to actually do. You may find these possible words of encouragement helpful. Mix
up the papers so they come up randomly and really enjoy your mini treat every day as we prepare
for Christmas.
Mrs Mitchell
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